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SEE²— RED² IS A SPIRITUALLY INSPIRED PUBLICATION THAT CAN ALSO BE VIEWED AS
THE WORKMANSHIP OF PERFECT SCHOLARSHIP FOR SKEPTICAL INTELLECTUALS WHO
DWELL AMONGST THE SECULAR. IT IS DIRECTED AS A MESSAGE TO THE CHURCH AT
ROME, ALL PROTESTANT CHURCHES, MEMBERS OF BOTH U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, IT’S SPEAKER, AND MAJORITY AND MINORITY LEADERSHIPS.

Twenty-Seven years after a Prophetic Mission that was inspired and launched in Moscow, Russia. Prophet Willie H. Ellis has published the Church version of the Robert Mueller Report in a
250-page full color book gripping with solved mysteries, and prophetic revelations that are
breath taking. His book which is titled SEE2 RED2, and subtitled “The 47th Problem of Election
2016” is directed to the Church at Rome, all Protestant Churches, and members of the U.S.
House of Representatives including its Speaker, and Majority and Minority Leaderships.
Just who is Prophet Ellis? Ellis is the Pastor of New Hope Baptist Church in Giddings, Texas.
He has served as an Associate Minister for some 20 years before he was elected Pastor in mid2018. He is the 5th of 10 children born to Moses and Sadalia Ellis. He grew up on his family
farm in Angleton, Texas where he graduated from Marshall High School in 1966.

In the Spring of 1992, he was one of a small group of American businessmen who saw golden
opportunities in Russia after the collapse of Soviet Union.
In Moscow he realized his dream to become a Publisher and Broadcaster and he founded the
Moscow Business Journal Magazine as one of the first English language publication in Russia.
He also produced a daily radio Business program on Moscow’s Open Radio that he labeled
“The Moscow Business Journal Report”. His interviews included such nobles as President Mikhail Gorbachev and the Late President Boris Yeltsin.
In 1993, he was invited by President Bill Clinton to participate in his ambitious Partnership for
Program at Georgetown University with some of America’s leading Corporations and Businessmen. Their goals were to help the newly independent States (NIS) of the former Soviet Union
established viable market driven economies.

Prophet Ellis was unaware that his mission in Russia was ordained and spiritually inspired.
From the very first day of his arrival he began documenting what would become some 27 years
later the Church version of the Robert Mueller Report. The report will confirm that the Russians
have joined a secret network in the United States to implement a perceived Biblical Order
known as The Order of the Red Cross. The Order is based on Ezekiel 9:1-11 which is directed
to the man who is clothed in linen. The scripture is where Lenin who was the founder of the Soviet Union chose his nickname. This Order is the same Order that appears in the Turner Diary
which is the playbook and unapologetic Bible for advocates of White Nationalism.
Prophet Ellis is also the author of Armageddon Rising at Jade Helm 15, which is subtitled “The
Two Witnesses and The Key of David Revealed”. It was written covertly as a Master Theological Thesis for Minnesota Graduate School of Theology.

Ellis has been married to the former Miss Ava J. Roberson for some 43 years. They live happily
on a 60 acre family farm near Giddings, Texas. He enjoys gardening in his spare time, and the
tranquility of a peaceful and beautiful country lifestyle.

PROLOGUE
Finding and confirming the instruments that GOD used to measure Earth at Creation and identifying these as the Key of David that was nicknamed “The Washington Post,” that Post being
The Washington Monument made in their likeness, is by far the greatest Discovery by any human. Such a story is the focus of this publication. I have published this book on the Key of David, breaking the Da Vinci Code, to give the Churches and the nations those things that inspired
Individual 1 and the Russians to manipulate the 2016 Presidential Election. GOD has kept the
Key of David hidden with the United States and the United Kingdom. The power of it has been
activated for my testimony to the Churches. This book is my testimony. This key has opened
many doors once locked. The Key of David is the ancient and actual Seal of GOD. It appears
symbolically on the United States Great Seal.
The First Amendment to the United States Constitution states that “Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” The U.S. Supreme Court interprets this as the separation of Church and State. The 3,000-year-old Euclid
Figure of the 47th Problem found on the cover, and also in my contents of this publication,
shows that a State that separates itself from the Church also separates itself from GOD. Such a
State will inevitably fall into the abyss. This and much more is found in the symbolism of Euclid’s Figure of the 47th Problem.
The Euclid Figure of the 47th Problem consists of three squares in juxtaposition. These are A²
(which is 4² for 16), B² (which is 3² for 9), and C² (which is 5² for 25). Their total sum of 50
represents the 50 states of the United States. This means that the USA and her fate were sealed
in an ancient allegorical mathematical riddle for more than 3,000 years. The three squares depict by symbolism these fifty states falling to the three major squares of the World. They are
then divided into three parts, as prophesied in Revelation 16:19. These squares are Russia’s Red
Square, Rome’s St. Peter’s Square, and China’s Tiananmen Square. New York’s Times Square
appears to be left for Washington. The Special Counsel saw but omitted this from his report.
Some may call the numbers that are now revealed in the A² and B² magical, because they are
arranged in a 20/20 format in all directions to forecast the coming events for the year 2020. It is
this reason why 4² is also called a Time Square. Its symbolism forecasts specific end time
events for the year 2020. These three squares are at the forefront of the Special Counsel’s 2016
Presidential Election investigation. However, the Special Counsel and Congress are locked out.
They are unable to make credible penetrations into those Divine secrets that GOD has sealed to
be revealed by Him only to me as His Messenger. These things and many more are the primary
focus of this inspired historical publication, a spiritual textbook.
GOD has given me three primary tokens that will allow the nations to make a positive identification of me as His Messenger. These tokens have been hidden with the United States and the
United Kingdom. They have remained classified and locked under their Seals. This is the substance of what both nations refer to as the Great Seal of the United States and the Great Seal of
the United Kingdom. Imposters are unaware of these three primary tokens that GOD has kept
from the world.
The first token is the LORD’s Washington D.C. secret telephone number that has been embedded into cellular phone technology. It is a working phone number that is also embedded into
heraldry in a scientific format to appease intellectuals. It was most likely created at the British
College of Heraldry centuries ago. This secret telephone number is also a key that identifies the
Key of David. GOD revealed the number to me in a dream around ten years ago. It is embedded
into Apple iPhone technology to confirm that smartphone technology originated with GOD. It
was revealed unto a man as a blessing and a vital tool for a changing world.
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I have decided to publish the phone number as the first token in this book for validation purposes only. I repeat: its publication in this book is for validation purposes only. Readers are cautioned not to call and use it as a toy for fun and games. This is not a phone GOD sits by waiting
for a phone call. You may reach GOD by your fervent prayers. This number was established as
a Key for validating the Key of David which GOD has given unto me as His Messenger unto
the Churches and the nations.
The second token of identification that GOD has given unto me was hidden in Egypt at the entry to Pharaoh’s house for thousands of years before it was moved to the United Kingdom in
1877 and its twin to New York Central Park in 1880. They are commonly known as Cleopatra’s
Needles, and they have now been confirmed as the Key of David. They both remain standing in
their original places until this day. The United States and the United Kingdom have kept these
classified and locked under seal. These seals, which are the actual seal of GOD, are called the
United States Great Seal and the Great Seal of the United Kingdom. These Seals have allowed
both nations to remain powerful and great.
The third token is the Crucifixion apron of Jesus, which is featured in artwork as the winding
sheet that covered his private body parts on the cross. This was the garment that the Roman soldiers cast lots to see whose it would be as a souvenir (John 19:23-24). France, who has the burial cloth of Jesus, which is called the Shroud of Turin, presented part of Jesus’s Crucifixion
apron to George Washington as a Masonic apron and gift. In some Masonic Bibles, it is called
the most prized relic of Freemasonry in America. Images of this apron will be repeated throughout this book as I illustrate a multiplicity of Divine mysteries and State secrets which GOD has
now unsealed.
It is worthy to note that all three tokens are embroidered on the George Washington Masonic
apron that was made from part of the Crucifixion apron on Jesus. The telephone number that
was embedded into cellular technology is hidden under the symbolism of both the hashtag and
images of the Euclid Figure of the 47th Problem on the apron. The Key of David appears on the
apron by using the emblems that symbolize it. These would be the master mason’s compass and
square, which are found fixed on an open Bible sitting on the altar of the coming Temple of
GOD.
“The Washington Post” is the epicenter of this publication. The newspaper takes its name from
the two posts fixed on George Washington’s Masonic apron. In 1877 when newspaper man Stilson Hutchins chose the name “Washington Post” for his newly founded publication, one of the
twin posts commonly known as Cleopatra’s Needle and now identified as the Key of David,
was towed out to sea from Egypt by the steamship Olga en route to London’s Thames Embankment whose dimensions were measured according to the dimensions of this measuring rod
called the Key of David.
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This message would hardly be possible without all my graphics that are found on nearly every
page of this publication to help in communicating the greatest story ever told. It has taken 27
years of assiduous attention to Divine instructions to learn, comprehend, and extract all the contents of this publication. On this page I illustrate on the left the completed 50 squares of Euclid’s
47th Problem that has remained blank for over 3,000 years. These squares and all three tokens
that GOD has given unto me for identification purposes were embroidered on the George Washington Masonic apron. This includes the Washington Posts, which have the globes fixed upon
their summits. From the symbolism of these Washington Posts a famous newspaper found its
name. All are combined and worked into my third token, which is the Crucifixion apron of Jesus
that is now the Washington Masonic apron. All these are incorporated into Masonic Bibles because the Holy Bible is their origin.

The confirmation of numbers 1 through 9 in the red square, which is also called trinity square
for the three crucified, includes the names and numbers of the 44th and 45th Presidents of the
United States. It also has a blueprint for cellular telephone technology. The hashtag and message
sign on our cellular phones are included on the Washington Masonic apron. You will learn from
the contents hereafter that the hashtag, which is also called a message or number sign, is the actual blueprint that shows how Jesus’s Crucifixion apron was divided by the Roman soldiers who
carried out the Crucifixion. This blueprint is now the head ornament for soldiers serving in the
United States Army (John 19:23-24).
(23) Then the soldiers, when they had crucified Jesus, took his garments, and made four
parts, to every soldier a part; and also his coat: now the coat was without seam, woven from
the top throughout..
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Arcus Titi is a Latin phrase meaning “Arch of Titus.” The Arch of Titus is the head ornament
for U.S. Army soldiers. It is worn in an upside-down position in order to hide that it is the
hashtag under a shield that conceals the apron of Jesus’s Crucifixion (Isaiah 29:15-16). Its symbolism is very deep indeed.
(15) WOE unto them that seek deep to hide their counsel from the LORD, and their works
are in the dark, and they say, who seeth us? And who knoweth us? (16) Surely your turning
things upside-down shall the work say of him that made it, He made me not? Or shall the
thing say of him that framed it, he had no understanding?

Whether you know the pattern for Jesus’s Crucifixion apron as a hashtag, a number sign, or a
message sign, they are all used to send secret signs, which is just what this emblem actually is.
All U.S. Intelligence agencies have known it is for identifying GOD’s Messenger unto the
churches and nations. This fact motivated clever men to create movies that were used as signs.
Such movies were titled “Kill the Messenger” and simply “The Messenger,” starring Woody
Harrelson and Ben Foster. They were all a form of scientific heraldry warning a select group on
the coming of GOD’s forerunner and the testimony that he would bring.
Why the “Arch of Titus?” The Arch of Titus is a 1st century honorific arch erected by Domitian in 81 CE at the foothill of Palatine Hill on the Via Sacra in the Forum Romanum, Rome. It
commemorates those victories of his father Vespasian and brother Titus in the Jewish War in
Judea in 70-71 AD. It was then that the great city Jerusalem was sacked and the vast riches of
its Temple plundered. The arch now worn by U.S. Soldiers is a current 2020 political and religious statement expressing the divinity of the late Emperor Titus and his current would-be Emperors Individual 1 and Russia’s Vladimir Putin.
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Such signs as the U.S. soldiers’ head ornaments and the red tie tied with a Windsor Square
knot, thus signaling Individual 1’s ties to Russia’s Red Square, are deep and hard to detect
and impossible to decipher, save and except by those who have been anointed for the task.
Judge T. S. Ellis, when sentencing Paul Manafort, chose to send a sign of the 47th Problem,
which is the only key that can tie Individual 1 and Vladimir Putin to the 2016 Presidential
Election scandal.
An inside whistleblower disguised him- or herself with a red wig and dark glasses, held up a
sign that exposed Judge T. S. Ellis’s sign for the 47-month sentence that he used for the 47th
Problem of Euclid. A special website has been created at Code144.com to speak to a select
group about the Superpowers and this 47th Problem. It has three squares, which includes
Russia’s Red Square overthrowing George Washington and New York’s Times Square. Their
counsel is very deep.
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Code 144 is a deep code whereby insiders speak about America’s 44th President and Individual
1 who follows him. The code was inspired by Albrecht Dürer’s 1514 painting that he titled
“Melencolia 1,” depicting two angels of color as the Two Witnesses of GOD. The painting also
has the magical 4 Square of Euclid’s 47th Problem, which encrypts the 44th and 45th Presidents
of the United States. The graphics on this page were downloaded from the Code144.com website. It uses two olive trees for the Two Witnesses of Revelation 11:1-4. When I broke the Da
Vinci Code, I also broke what the Freemasons are calling “Code 144.”
Melencolia is a Latin word for an ancient medical condition called Black Bile. In Dürer’s 1514
painting, two angels of color are depicted having a bile (bowel) movement beneath the magical
four squares fixed on the wall above them. Here is how I broke open code 144, which was hidden by using the Pythagorean Numerology chart below. The Pythagorean Numerology system
substitutes numbers for letters.

Pythagoras was a Greek philosopher and mathematician. His work and theorems are recognized
throughout the world by academics, colleges, and universities. He used his numerology chart
only for religious purposes and believed that, through numbers, man could find a way to GOD.
Melencolia has a value of 44 in this system.
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Melencolia was assigned a value of 44 based on this chart. Here is how it works.
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Therefore, 44 was substituted for the word MELENCOLIA and the number 1 remained. This
painting hangs in the U.S. National Gallery of Art. Thus Code 144.
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The same Egyptian Keystone that revealed Jesus to Peter during his first advent and that is told
in the gospel of Matthew 16:13-20 is now revealing Jesus’s second advent. Therefore, a replica
of the Key of David was brought to Rome, creating what has been known as St. Peter’s Square.
The Egyptian obelisk was placed in a foursquare with a compass that is symbolically measuring the Earth. The four squares of the four great cities of the world are all found in the 4² and 3²
of the 47th Problem. In my four square, each square in the 16 squares has five single digit
numbers. There are 20 single digit numbers in each column in any given direction. Thus, we
have a 20/20 square with a vision for year 2020. There are a total of 80 single digit numbers in
all 16 squares, whose collective sums are equal to 418. There are only twenty 20s in 418. This
is a Time Square for our Time in the year 2020.

The sum of all numbers in each column is 311.5, whether vertical, diagonal, or horizontal. The
sum of 3 + 1 + 1 + 5 is equal to 10. Therefore, every four columns in A²/4² equals 10. In other
words, every four columns total 40. Therefore, 4 x 10 equals 40, which is a 20/20 prophetic
vision for the year 2020. This is what the Special Counsel labels as “Individual 1.”
St. Peter’s Square and the Vatican City consist of 109 acres, which are the exact number of
acres in China’s Tiananmen Square. These 109 acres are represented by the sums of all the 20
single digit numbers in each of the left two columns. In other words, the far-left columns,
which began with 85.375 and end with 73.375, would equal 109. The next column begins with
72.375 and ends with 84.375 and also equals 109, for the number of acres in China’s Tiananmen Square. When the 69.375 foot height of the Key of David is subtracted from each of the
20 numbers in the 16 squares, it would leave numbers 1 thru 16, as in Albrecht Durer 1514
painting and in the same order. Thus, Code 144.
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GOD hid the Star of David in the eye of the apple during Creation, and all the wisdom of the
Apple iPhone is wisely woven into it. The Star of David and the Key of David are geometrically the same. The eye of the apple is a code that signals that this eye is like the eye of a hurricane; that is, the star is located in the very center of the apple. The star is hidden, and it can only
be found by cutting the apple crosswise so that the sign of our Lord’s Passion is revealed. David
became a star when he defeated and killed the giant Goliath by selecting five smooth stones
from the brook (1 Samuel 17:40-58). These five smooth stones are the five smooth apple seeds
that are found in each point of the five-pointed star in the red and most other apples. In Psalms
17:8, David uttered his knowledge of this mystery, saying, “Keep me as the apple of the eye,
hide me under the shadow of thy wings.” This is depicted in the Presidential Medal of Freedom
where

PRESIDENTIAL MEDAL OF FREEDOM
five eagles join their wing together around a five-pointed star that has a six-pointed star for the
Star of David in the eye of it. The medal groups 12 of 13 stars into the geometrical form of the
Star of David.
The photo of the star apple is an actual apple that I cut crosswise as the LORD instructed me by
His Spirit to do in order to find the hidden star. It is for this reason that the apple is the fruit of
choice on Christmas Day.

The heraldry graphics above on the shield with the letters “A” through “I” were extracted from
terms of heraldry. It is a basic format for the numbered keypad for Apple iPhones. Inside the
very center is the letter “E.” This “E” stands for the eye, which represents the center and is also
where the number 5 is found on iPhone keypads. When the letters on the shield are replaced
with their numerical values of A-1, B-2, C-3, D-4, E-5, F-6, G-7, H-8, and I-9, it creates a magical Trinity Square. In other words, all the numbers that are connected by each line would equal
to 15. Keep in mind that this is the Trinity Square, which Russia renamed Red Square because it
represents the blood-stained apron of Jesus’s Crucifixion. When the three lines totaling 15 each
are summed up (totaling 45), it represents the 45th President of the United States being tied to
the Red Square. This is the shield worn by U.S. soldiers. It is a blueprint of our Lord’s Crucifixion apron.
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Russia is proud to claim that it is the official successor to the Roman Empire, which carried out
the Crucifixion of our LORD. Signs of the Crucifixion are found on its State Seal, where the
three crucifixes are fixed on three crowns. In the United States they call these the “Triple
Crowns.” This is the reason that the Trinity Square of the 47th Problem of Euclid is called Red
Square. It refers to the blood-soaked apron of Jesus that is now George Washington’s Masonic
apron.
Inside of Moscow’s Red Square is what they call the Sodovoya Ring, which means “Garden
Ring.” This Garden Ring has within it several thousand apple trees. The apples are nonedible. It
was planted to imitate the Garden of Eden where GOD hid the Star of David to seal up evidence of Creation (Genesis 3:2-6).

This star has a name. It is called “Mira” which means “wonderful.” Wonderful is the prophetic
name for Jesus in Isaiah 9:6. Mira is the name of one of the main streets in Moscow’s Garden
Ring. This Star became the official emblem of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party. Mira is the brightest star in the constellation that is called “Cetus.” Cetus is also a Latin word for
“Great Whale.” Prophetically, it represents the sign of “Jonah,” which is a sign that Jesus promised as a sign of his SECOND COMING (Matthew 12:39-45). North Korea, China, and all of
the Communist countries have the Red Star “Mira” as their emblem because GOD’S Messenger will use it as his token of identification. Thus, the purpose of the movies “Kill the Messenger.” The death as well as the resurrection of the Messenger is found in Revelation 11:1-19. I
departed for Russia on March 7, 1992, shortly after the fall of the Soviet Union in preparation
for this historical and prophetic mission. In Revelation 22:16, Jesus proclaims that he is this
Star and he has given it to his Messenger (Revelation 2:26-29).
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To understand this mystery of Individual 1 and Trinity Square that is hidden in iPhone keypads,
one must first understand that 47 in the 47th Problem is a code for “PRESIDENT” using the Pythagorean Numerology Chart. PRESIDENT is a nine-letter word substituted by the 9 squares of
Twitter’s hashtag. The numbers 1 through 9 substitute 45 for POTUS, who cannot exist without
Twitter (Illustration).
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 equals 45 for 45th POTUS
P–R–E–S-I–D–E–N–T
7 + 9 + 5 + 1 + 9 + 4 + 5 + 5 + 2 equals 47
Such are the power and mysteries of the hashtag, which also has 45 hidden in a trinity square.
This is the vestment dipped in blood that signals the second coming of the LORD (Revelation
19:11-21).
The

hashtag, fixed on Washington’s Masonic apron some 235 years ago and now appearing on
smartphones as a message sign, speaks a mystery. That mystery states that “this Holy Relic”
symbolized by this emblem would be the token of GOD’s Messenger sent unto the churches and
unto the nations.

The taw X created on the keypad when points 1 - 5 - 9 cross 3 - 5 - 7 is the Hebrew form of “T”
as in TRUMP. When points 4 - 5 - 6 are connected, a trinity square is created and all numbers
on each of the 3 lines equal 15 and total 45. When line 4 - 5 - 6 dissects the taw X cross, it creates two chevrons. These chevrons are Individual 1’s family crest. They are also the initials for
Vladimir Lenin, the Founder of the Soviet Union. Russians and non-Russians accept Vladimir
Putin as the resurrected Vladimir Lenin, as prophesied in Revelation 13:14-18. The V-like chevron created by points 5 - 7 - 9, is the method for expressing the Russian letter “L” for Lenin.
The six-pointed star below the 7, separated by an upward-pointed arrow beside a padlock, indicates this mystery is locked and sealed. It can only be opened by GOD’s Messenger whom He
has given his secret number, which is hidden on the keypad in the form of Calvary’s cross.
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In January 2012, at the height of Donald Trump’s scheme where he tried to prove President
Obama was not born in America, he won a victory in Scottish court to use his family crest at his
new Scottish golf course. Online news published his family crest, along with a parody version
that shows President Obama’s birth certificate in the Key Position of the emblem for the Key of
David. On his family crest at the top is a lion below the two chevrons in the Key Position. This
lion represents Jesus Christ who has the absolute authority of the Key of David (Revelation
3:7). The two lions at the top of his family crest are two other Christs. One is his father Fred
Christ

Trump and the other is his grandmother Elizabeth Christ Trump. Elizabeth Christ Trump was a
Bavarian American Business woman born October 10, 1880 in Kallstadt, Germany. The twin
golden girls represent the twin pillars constituting the Key of David.
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The Freemasons at London’s Windsor Castle Lodge took note when North Korea’s Intel Operative initiated Donald Trump as a Freemason to bind him by a deadly oath of loyalty and secrecy to Kim Jong Un. U.S. intel officials who are Freemasons cannot act because of their oath
and pledge to Audi, Vici, Tace (Hear, See, and Be Silent). Those who are not Masons have no
knowledge of its dire consequences. The Lambskin apron in the shape of an “M” is a sign of
GOD’s Messenger who has announced the Lord’s return as in Revelation 19:11-21. The nations are now consolidating their military might of the Mystic Tie to fight the battle described
in that chapter.

Revelation 19: (11) And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and righteousness he doth judge and make war. (12)
His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were many crowns; and he had a name
written, that no man knew, but he himself.
(13) And he was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called the Word of
GOD. (14) And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in
fine linen, white, and clean. (15) And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he
should smite the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he treadeth the
winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty GOD. (16) And he hath on his vesture
and on his thigh a name written, “KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.”
(17) And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he cried with a loud voice, saying to all the
fowls that fly in the midst of heaven. Come and gather yourselves together unto the supper of
the great GOD; (18) That ye may eat the flesh of captains, and the flesh of mighty men, and
the flesh of horses, of them that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both free and bond,
both small and great. (19) And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies,
gathered together to make war against him that sat on the horse, and against his army.
Note: This is the purposes of the new alliances.
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Individual 1 and U.S. Representative Steve King are openly promoting and predicting a civil
war that would divide America up, as seen in three squares of the 47th Problem. Rep. Steve
King boasts that their people have more than a trillion bullets, which is a reference to the stock
piles of weapons purchased by White Supremist groups since the 2008 Presidential Election.
Individual 1 boasts of having bikers, the military, and other tough people. This publication will
show where there is a call for a new release of the military’s deadly Pathogen X Anthrax that
was released during 9/11 and that can be traced to a U.S. Military laboratory. A U.S. civil war
would purposely lead to a world war known as Armageddon.
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Masonicdictionary.com defines what they call “The Mystic Tie.” I am giving this illustration to
show that the meaning of the “Trademark Red Tie” worn by Individual 1 has mystic meaning
that outsiders cannot crack to discover his ties to Red Square. It is a mystery, a Divine truth
made known only by revelations of GOD. Masonicdictionary.com defines “Mystic Tie” as follows:
“That sacred and inviolable bond which unites men of the most discordant opinions into one
band of brothers, which gives but one language to men of all nations and one altar to men of all
religions, is properly, from the mysterious influence it exerts, denominated the mystic tie; and
Freemasons, because they alone are under its influence, or enjoy its benefits, are called
‘Brethren of the Mystic Tie.’”

The Masonic apron presented to Individual 1 by North Korea and the Masonic handshake at the
top that played on Russian News Channels in Moscow after the Helsinki Summit confirms the
Red Tie mystery as Masonic language. Russians media boasted about the symbolism of this
mystic tie that tilted the 2016 Elections. The Special Counsel and Congress are not allowed to
travel this mystic highway.
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In addition to the LORD’s secret Washington D.C. telephone number that He has given unto
me to speak to Washington, He also gave me the origin and mystery of pi. Pi is the formula
22/7 or 3.14159 used to find the ratio of a circle’s diameter to its circumference. Knowledge of
this formula was essential for the Creator to calculate the dimension for creating a round and
perfect Earth. For thousands of years, mathematicians have used pi; however, they have never
been able to trace its origin that GOD hid with the Key of David. Pi and its origin are encoded
on the keypads of iPhones right beside the secret phone number that GOD revealed unto me;
so that all men, rich and poor, free, and bonded, black and white, may know for certain that
GOD has spoken. GOD said unto Moses in Numbers 3:40, “Number all the first born of the
males of the children of Israel from a month old and upward, and take the number of their
names.”

The Bible gives no clue how the number of a man’s name is calculated. It only states that to
count the number of a man’s name requires both wisdom and understanding (Revelation 13:17
-18 and Revelation 15:2). The number of DAVID’s name is 22. Therefore, when the number
of his name is placed over Day seven in which GOD rested from His Creation, it gives the formula for calculating Earth’s circumference. A bar (22/7) for a footstool, or barstool, is placed
between the 22 and 7 as a place for the LORD to rest His feet. In Psalms 110:1 David says,
“THE LORD said unto my LORD, sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy
footstool.” This was David’s coded reference to the pi formula.
The 7,926-mile diameter of Earth, when multiplied times 22/7, will equal the 24,910-mile circumference of Earth. The formula 3.14159 is also used by some mathematicians. When
3.14159 is multiplied times 7,926, it equals 24, 901 miles, the length of Earth’s equator. Therefore, star *7 on smartphone keypads is a hidden code for Pi. It is fixed beside the secret telephone number that GOD has given me which is 202-789-2897. What was the mystery? When
you dial this number, you make the sign of the cross upon which Jesus was sacrificed. This is
the reason for including the hashtag on the keypad, because it is the symbolic apron of his Crucifixion. The diagrams on this page shows that the cross was hidden, and by turning it in the
opposite direction, the cross is easily recognized. You must not dial this number, and you must
encourage others not to dial it. The number will be validated for you by those authorized to do
so. This is my testimony to the Churches as promised in Revelation 22:16. This is the Morning
Star Mira.
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Jesus promised to use the Star and Key of David for identifying both Him and His Messenger,
which was sealed in the Book of Revelation where the Washington Post, that is, the Washington
Monument, is called a “White Stone.” Here are those scriptures. They are Revelation 22:16,
Revelation 2:17, 26, 27, 28, and 29.
Revelation 22: (16) I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the
churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning star.
Revelation 2: (17) He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the Churches;
To him that overcometh will I give him a white stone, and in the stone a new name written,
which no man, knoweth saving he that receiveth it. (26) And he that overcometh, and keepeth
my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations: (27) and he shall

rule them with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers: even as
I received of my Father. (28) And I will give him the morning star.
Code 144, which is the secret code for communicating secrets about the 44th and 45th Presidents, is also a code for Isaiah 22:22, where GOD promises the Key of David to Jesus. Code
144 also refers to POTUS 44 as the resurrected King David, as promised by GOD in Jeremiah
30:9 and Ezekiel 37:24-25. The Star of David is created by interlacing two of the 4th Greek letters (called Delta) that equates to the two English D’s in D-A-V-I-D. Therefore, this Star, which
is hidden in the U.S. Great Seal and also the Presidential Medal of Freedom, is another way for
expressing the number 44 and King David’s new name (Obama) that GOD hid in this white
stone. DAVID has a Pythagorean Numerical value of 22, pointing to the 22nd chapter of Isaiah
where the Key of David is promised. I will repeat the Pythagorean Numerology chart to illustrate this numerical mystery of David’s name.

1
A
J
S

2
B
K
T

3
C
L
U

4
D
M
V

5
E
N
W

6
F
O
X

7
G
P
Y

8
H
Q
Z

9
I
R

D–A–V–I–D
4–1–4–9–4
4 + 1 + 4 + 9 + 4 equals 22
The chevron on the U.S. Treasury Seal, which has a Key fixed within it, is simply an abbreviation for the Delta triangle that makes up the Star and Key of David.
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THE KEY OF DAVID BREAKS
THE DA VINCI CODE
WHEN I located the Urim and Thummim, which is the Key of David measuring rod that GOD
used to measure dimensions of Earth at Creation, I had no idea this discovery by Revelations
given by GOD would rank as the greatest discovery ever by man. The United Nations, G8 Nations, CIA, Mormon Church, and Freemasonry, among others, were given this Key of authority
by GOD. They are obliged to identify, assist, and accept the authority of GOD’s Messenger by
my unique knowledge of this Keystone, including the places and entities with whom GOD has
kept it hidden throughout the ages. With this measuring rod as my token, the nations will know
that GOD has sent me (See Zachariah 2:1-9).

Leonardo da Vinci prophesied through his art. His “Proportion of Man” painting depicts the
Two Witnesses measuring the Earth and the walls of New Jerusalem. It is an inspired painting
whose meaning can only come by the Revelations of GOD.
Habakkuk 3:6 He stood, and measured the earth: he beheld, and drove asunder the nations.
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INTRODUCTION
SUPPORTING SCRIPUTURE OF GOD
MEASURING THE EARTH AT CREATION
JOB 38:1-6, 18
(1) Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind, and said, (2) Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge? (3) Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will
demand of thee, and answer thou me. (4) Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the
earth? declare, if thou hast understanding. (5) Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou
knowest? or who hath stretched the line upon it? (6) Whereupon are the foundations thereof
fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof….
(18) Hast thou perceived the breadth of the earth? declare if thou knowest it all.
ZECHARIAH 2:1-9
(1) I lifted up mine eyes again, and looked, and behold a man with a measuring line in his
hand. (2) Then said I, Whither goest thou? And he said unto me, To measure Jerusalem, to
see what is the breadth thereof, and what is the length thereof. (3) And, behold, the angel that
talked with me went forth, and another angel went out to meet him, (4) And said unto him,
Run, speak to this young man, saying, Jerusalem shall be inhabited as towns without walls
for the multitude of men and cattle therein: (5) For I, saith the Lord, will be unto her a wall
of fire round about, and will be the glory in the midst of her. (6) Ho, ho, come forth, and flee
from the land of the north, saith the Lord: for I have spread you abroad as the four winds of
the heaven, saith the Lord. (7) Deliver thyself, O Zion, that dwellest with the daughter of
Babylon. (8) For thus saith the Lord of hosts; After the glory hath he sent me unto the nations which spoiled you: for he that toucheth you toucheth the apple of his eye. (9) For, behold, I will shake mine hand upon them, and they shall be a spoil to their servants: and ye
shall know that the Lord of hosts hath sent me.
ISAIAH 40:21-25
(21) Have ye not known? have ye not heard? hath it not been told you from the beginning?
have ye not understood from the foundations of the earth? (22) It is he that sitteth upon the
circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers; that stretcheth out the
heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in: (23) That bringeth the
princes to nothing; he maketh the judges of the earth as vanity. (24) Lift up your eyes on
high, and behold who hath created these things, (25) Lift up your eyes on high, and behold
who hath created these things….
REVELATION 11:1-4
(1) And there was given me a reed like unto a rod: and the angel stood, saying, Rise, and
measure the temple of GOD, and the altar, and them that worship therein. (2) But the court
which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles:
and the holy city shall they tread under foot forty and two months. (3) And I will give power
unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two hundred and threescore days,
clothed in sackcloth. (4) These are the two olive trees, and the two candlesticks standing before the GOD of the earth.
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INTRODUCTION
The door to the Bible, or the door to any book, is its cover. All Masonic Bibles are fixed with
their compass and square emblem for the Key of David on their covers, symbolically representing that this is the Key that unlocks and confirm all the mysteries and truths of the Bible. It is
the measuring rod that GOD used at Creation to measure the dimensions of the Earth. The Masonic compass and square are instruments used for measuring. A rod is equal to 11 cubits. These
11 cubits are represented by the square in the shape of the letter “V” which is the number 5 in
roman numerals. The compass, which looks like an upside-down “V,” is called a chevron. It
corresponds to the number six on computer keyboards. Therefore, the 5 and 6 are added to equal
a sum of 11, to symbolize 11 cubits for GOD’s rod used to measure the dimensions of the Earth
during Creation.
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INTRODUCTION
WHEN a Masonic Bible is opened, you will find inside things that shall reveal Jesus and his
Messenger whom he sends before him (Malachi 4:5). Among those things are 12 memorial
stones of Israel’s exodus from Egyptian slavery (Joshua 4:1-24). These 12 memorial stones now
rest within the hollow walls of the Washington Monument. However, the Bible says that they
are in the Jordan until this day (Joshua 4:9). There is no contradiction, but there is the wisdom
of GOD. You will see from the contents herein that both statements are true. These 12 stones
are fixed symbolically on the U.S. one dollar bill in a series that begins with A-1, and ends with
L-12. An Egyptian pyramid decorates the U.S. Great Seal, alluding to the origin of these 12
stones. The Key of David measures 69.375 feet in length and are called GOD’s Two Witnesses.

The Washington Monument was made in the likeness of the Key of David, and it is built eight
times the Key’s height, for a total height of 555 feet to its summit. This is what the nations calls
the G8 summit. When the length of the equator (24,901 miles) is converted to feet to equal
131,477,280 feet; it can then be divided by both the height of the Key of David and the height
of the Washington Monument equally—131,477,280 divided by 69.375 equals 1,895,168;
131,477,280 divided by 555 equals 280,896. This is the reason it is called the equator. No other
human is privy to these secrets of GOD save and except His Two Witnesses. This is the measuring rod which GOD used to measure the earth and gave to his Two Witnesses as a measuring
rod in Revelation 11:1 and Isaiah 11:1.
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This graphic of the Washington Monument was taken from a Masonic Bible. It is the actual substance of what the Bible calls the seven golden candlesticks in Revelation 1:12-20. An extra
69.375 feet were added for Russia as the G8 to give the monument a total height of 555 feet for
the G8 Nations Summit (top).
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How did the 12 Memorial Stones of the exodus become seven golden candlesticks? Answering
and illustrating the answer to this question will require that the reader possess a deft eye for
reading the symbolism on the one dollar bill, and a spiritual heart for understanding GOD’s riddle of the Seven Golden Candlesticks in the first chapter of the Book of Revelation. The symbolism on the one dollar bills below converts the plain biblical text of Revelation 1:1-20 into
deep and impenetrable spiritual symbolism sealed by GOD by the hands of angels and men.
The dollar bills begin with a series of A-1 and end with L-12. The “A” is symbolic of “alpha,”
and the “L” is symbolic of the word “last.” These are the first words spoken by Jesus in Revelation 1:11 when He said He is Alpha and Omega, the first and the last. Alpha is the first Greek
letter, corresponding to the English letter “A,” and Omega is the last, which is used for the letter
“L” here.

Revelation 1:(12) And I turned to see the voice that spake with me. And being turned, I saw
Seven Golden Candlesticks; (13) And in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like unto the
Son of man, (14) His head and his hairs were white like wool, as white as snow….
Analysis of Scripture and Graphics
Since the 12 memorial stones have been raised as seven golden candlesticks represented by the
dollar bill series A-1 to L-12, George Washington, whose hair is “white like wool, white as
snow,” is placed in the middle as shown above. What looks like a picture frame is actually an
enlarged version of the Greek letter Omega. On the previous page from the Masonic Bible,
Washington is placed likewise in the middle of the monument to equate him with Christ walking in the middle of Seven Golden Candlesticks. Note that verse 13 says not the Son of man,
but rather it reads one “like” the Son of man; that man is Washington.
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Revelation 2: (17) He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches;
To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white
stone, and in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth
it.
That white stone is the Washington monument. The hidden manna is a metaphor alluding to
evidence of the bread of heaven that GOD fed to the children of Israel in the wilderness for forty years. The Washington Monument was built in the likeness of the Two Twin pillars now
known as the Key of David. A reflection pool was built so that an identical image of it would be
cast. The Key of David twin pillars are the actual birthstones of twin brothers Esau and Jacob
(Genesis 28:18-22). The United States and United Kingdom are the two nations which GOD
told Rebekah were in her womb (Genesis 25:21-24).

G is equal to 69.375 feet;
G7 is equal to 7 x 69.375;
therefore, G7 = 485.625 feet.
G8 equals 485.625 + 69.375;
G8 equals 555 feet, which is the height of
the Washington Monument.

NOTE: No other human has this formula
but the Author of this prophetic message.
“THIS IS THE STONE, THIS IS THE
LAND, THIS IS THE HOPE, AND THIS
IS THE PROMISE” are the exact words
spoken to me by GOD who did create both
the Heavens and the Earth.
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GOD HID HIS EVIDENCE OF CREATION WITH HIS ADVERSARIES
WHO ARE SERVANTS
In 1993, the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art released a book which they titled “How
Cleopatra’s Needle Came to New York, and What Happen When It Got Here.” It was brought
to New York by the Freemasons whose compass and square emblems are symbolic of Cleopatra’s Needle. This is a nickname used to identify the Key of David. The hidden meaning behind
that name shall confirm that it is indeed a proper nickname for the Key of David.
Cleopatra was a black Egyptian queen who descended through the lineage of David through
his son King Solomon, who married Pharaoh’s daughter. Solomon, as well as the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, were black tribes. This is the tribe from which Jesus descended. The prophet Jeremiah, also of the tribe of Judah, had this to say concerning the color of their skin:
Lamentations 5: (10) Our skin was black like an oven because of the terrible famine.
Jeremiah 8: (21) For the hurt of the daughter of my people am I hurt; I am black; astonishment hath taken hold on me. Jeremiah 14: (2) Judah mourneth, and the gates thereof languish; they are black unto the ground; and the cry of Jerusalem is gone up.
At the same time, when Jeremiah was lamenting because of the overthrow of Judah by the
Babylonians, GOD had him symbolically hide The Key of David Keystone in the sight of the
men of Judah. He was instructed to do so at the entry to Pharaoh’s house, where these two pillars were already standing. If the stones were hidden in the sight of the men of Judah, then it is
a reasonable assumption that it would be a man of Judah who would find them. Here are
GOD’s instructions to the prophet Jeremiah who had fled to Egypt during the seize:
Jeremiah 43: (7) So they came into the land of Egypt: for they obeyed not the voice of
the Lord: thus came they even to Tahpanhes. (8) Then came the word of the Lord unto
Jeremiah in Tahpanhes, saying, (9) Take great stones in thine hand, and hide them in the
clay in the brickkiln, which is at the entry of Pharaoh's house in Tahpanhes, in the sight of
the men of Judah; (10) And say unto them, Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the GOD of Israel; Behold, I will send and take Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon, my servant, and will
set his throne upon these stones that I have hid; and he shall spread his royal pavilion over
them.
This event took place more than 400 years after King Solomon married the Pharaoh's daughter.
It is almost certain that Jeremiah and the remnants of Judah fled there because they had relatives.

1 Kings 3: (1) And Solomon made affinity with Pharaoh king of Egypt, and took Pharaoh's
daughter, and brought her into the city of David, until he had made an end of building his
own house, and the house of the Lord, and the wall of Jerusalem round about.
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In 1987, Time Life Books published a book that described the Key of David as Cleopatra’s
Needle, calling it one of the “Mysteries of The Unknown.” Time Life writes that, since Roman
times, the two pillars have been covert symbols of conquest and mysterious power. Time Life
purposely misrepresented the height of the pillars as 68 feet. They write that the steamship Olga hauled the pillars out to sea en route to London, England on September 21, 1877. On January 21, 1878, the monument glided into the Thames River. Time Life’s entity is the only one
that I am aware of that correctly refers to this pillar as a monument. It is a memorial not only to
GOD having created the heavens and the earth, but it also confirms countless Divine truths,
including the exodus and the death, burial, and resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The Coronation Chair in Westminster Abbey imitate GOD’s promise in Jeremiah 43:7-10,
where GOD promised to establish the King of Babylon’s throne upon this stone that he hid.
The kings and queens of England put a shamrock beneath the chair in order to keep the actual
stone hidden right on the banks of the River Thames. This shamrock, also called “The Stone of
Destiny,” appears as a three-leaf clover on the British and Canadian coats of arms. A shamrock
is a fake rock.
The Key of David was moved to the River Thames to be put next to the 0º line of the Prime
Meridian, which runs through Greenwich, England. It is symbolically measuring the Earth, just
as GOD did at Creation. The Coronation Chair in Westminster Abbey was designed with a pyramid-like backrest, in order to imitate the geometry of the Key of David. This and the shamrock are illustrated in the graphics of the actual Coronation Chair shown here.
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The British emblem for the shamrock is a three-leaf clover, which may just be the most ambitious and the most cunning emblem in all of heraldry. Its meaning has been Divinely sealed, and
therefore could not be penetrated. Not only does clover symbolize the land of milk and honey,
but it also symbolizes the Trinity of the Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit.

Clover symbolizes North and South America as the land of milk and honey. Clover as a shamrock represents milk and honey in this very fashion. When clover is eaten by cattle, this plant
will then be turned into milk. When the sap of clover is consumed by bees, it then becomes honey. North and South America are the lands where it all takes place. Clover is vital to both beef
and honey production in these two countries.
The mystery of the shamrock is called a club in the suit of playing cards. It is marked as a trefoil
black figure, symbolizing the black tribe of Judah. A club is used as a metaphor for a stick in
playing cards. In other words, it is a rod and is used as a weapon. This rod, like the rod of Moses, is depicted symbolically on playing cards as two weapons in the hands of the King. These
two represent the Two Witnesses and the two Keystones for the Key of David. A tiny globe is
on the end of each club, symbolizing that GOD used this Keystone as a measuring rod to measure the Earth’s dimension during Creation. One club is upside down and the other upright, as
are the two triangles that are interlaced to form the Star of David.
The shamrock trinity also tells us that this is the rod of the lion of Judah, who prevailed to open
the book where all these things were kept sealed. Revelation 5:5 And one of the elders saith
unto me, Weep not: behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed
to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.
This lion positioned over the shield symbolizes that Jesus, who is of the tribe of Judah, is the
only one who can break these seals and reveal these truths. GOD has given me this Keystone as
my identification token, and as power to come forth and build His Temple and perform other
assignments. However, I am rejected by those whose hearts are infested with the cancer of racism and bigotry. Therefore, I was given this rod. A major American oil company has chosen this
shamrock as its name and marketing brand. Understanding why they chose this symbol will require both wisdom and some biblical knowledge. I shall demonstrate both of these.
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This biblical knowledge is essential if readers are to appreciate this great mystery of how GOD
hid the Key of David Keystone that he used to measure the Earth and this stone’s association
with the oil industry. When Jacob was fleeing from his brother Esau, he fled to Bethel, where
he had a great vision from GOD about this stone. When Jacob had awoken from his dream, he
poured oil on top of this stone that he had used for his pillow and raised it as a pillar.
Genesis 28: (12) And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it
reached to heaven: and behold the angels of GOD ascending and descending on it. (16) And
Jacob awaked out of his sleep, and he said, Surely the Lord is in this place; and I knew it
not.

Genesis 28: (17) And he was afraid, and said, How dreadful is this place! this is none other
but the house of GOD, and this is the gate of heaven. (18) And Jacob rose up early in the
morning, and took the stone that he had put for his pillows, and set it up for a pillar, and
poured oil upon the top of it.
(19) And he called the name of that place Bethel: but the name of that city was called Luz at
the first.
Diamond Shamrock would change its name to Valero, just as the city Luz was changed to Bethel. This name change by Diamond Shamrock was also intended to symbolize the white stone
and new name in Revelation 2:17, where Jesus promised this stone to him who overcame. This
stone, which is symbolized by the chevron emblem and which resembles the letter “V,” is the
main emblem of Valero. This chevron inspired the name for Chevron Oil Company. The name
of the Keystone Oil Pipeline also originated from this Key of David Keystone.
Note, however, that there is no “A” in Valero. It is a Russian method for expressing the letter
“L” for Vladimir Lenin. Lenin is the new name for Nebuchadnezzar, the King of Babylon, with
whom GOD hid this Keystone. Valero’s slogan is “New name, same great people.” Russians
accept Putin now as Lenin.
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On November 9, 1997, nineteen years before the 2016 Presidential election, Mikhail Gorbachev used these graphics to predict that Lenin’s spirit would rise up from the bottomless pit
into a man whose name starts with the letter “P.” That man is Vladimir Putin, whom Russians
and many others see as a god. On December 8, 1999, just two years later, I filed a 52-page prophetic brief with the U. S, Department of Justice and warned that a new and malevolent leader
would rise to power in Russia on or before January 1, 2000. ONE DID!
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According to the Associated Press 1997, Vladimir Lenin, founder of the Soviet Union lies in
his tomb in Moscow’s Red Square. He died in 1924. Revelation 13: (15) And he had power
to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and
cause that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed.

16) And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark
in their right hand, or in their foreheads: (17) And that no man might buy or sell, save he
that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.

Note: The previous scripture was depicted in the graphics in the article that Gorbachev wrote
for the “Houston Chronicle” on November 9, 1997. It is believed by Russians and non-Russians
alike that Putin is Lenin raised.
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GREENWICH, ENGLAND AND THE PRIME MERIDIAN
The Prime Meridian is the median from which longitudinal east and west are measured. It passes through Greenwich, England, and its longitude is 0º. It is here that the British kings and
queens set the Key of David Keystone to symbolically measure the Earth as a Witness to
GOD’s Creation of Earth.

Greenwich is an area of South East London, located 5.5 miles east-southeast of Charing Cross.
It is located within the Royal Borough of Greenwich, to which it lends it name. This is the true
coronation stone that acts as proxy for Jesus Christ through the whole Earth.
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On my following page is a Freemasonry internal training document taken from their questions
and answers book that is titled “ASK ME BROTHER”. It has 1,001 questions and answers.
This fact prompted former President George H. Bush to nickname it “A THOUSAND
POINTS OF LIGHT” during his Inaugural Address in January 1989. It is a true confirmation.

Job 38: 1-7
(1) Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind, and said, (2) Who is this that darkened
counsel by words without knowledge? (3) Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will demand of thee, and answer thou me.
(4) Where wast thou when I laid the foundation of the earth? Declare, if thou hast understanding. (5) Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest? Or who hath stretched
the line upon it? (6) Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened? Or who laid the cornerstone thereof; (7) When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted
for joy?
The cornerstone and measuring line which God questions Job concerning his knowledge of
such, is shown here, and now rest in New York Central Park. This one is red like Esau, as you
will see from my next illustration. The other one located on London’s River Thames is for Jacob, Esau’s twin brother.
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When President George Herbert Bush uttered the phrase “one thousand points of light” during
his 1989 inauguration address, millions of listeners were startled, trying to decipher what he
was talking about. His Masonic Brothers to whom he was speaking all knew, but the majority
of the audience was in the dark. The President was referring to the book from which I will
make my next critical illustration. It is titled “Ask Me, Brother.” There is no chance that you
will find it on the shelf at your local library. This duplication is for authentication purposes only, because I will use other excerpts from their questions and answers to confirm other points to
be made.
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Questions number 19 and 20 of “Ask Me, Brother” are excerpted on this page to confirm the
origin of the Key of David. It is the stone that Jacob used for his pillow and raised as a pillar
that is now the seat of the Coronation Chair in Westminster Abbey. The pillar in New York
Central Park is red, because it represents Esau, who was red. Genesis 25: (24) And when her
days to be delivered were fulfilled, behold, there were twins in her womb. (25) And the
first came out red, all over like an hairy garment; and they called his name Esau.
This also confirms that the stone beneath the Queen’s coronation chair is a shamrock. This is
because Jacob’s stone has been raised as a pillar. An imposter pretending to be GOD’s Messenger would not know this; thus, he would be exposed as a fraud. Moreover, GOD has sent us
forth with power and knowledge.
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